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Past Experience With Flash

No instance of serious eye damage has been reported, on-site or off-site. Observers on mountain peaks, who did not wear dark glasses, have reported temporary blind spots.

For persons outside the nearby area, flash is only an interesting phenomenon. The flash has been seen in Las Vegas in daytime. Predawn shots have been seen in Kalispell (Mont.), in West Texas, and on the Pacific Coast.
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Test of Kazakhstan

Right: Gamma Ray exposure outside Semipalatinsk test site. About 4 nuclear tests
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Nuclear Proliferation
Nuclear Powers


USA 1945
USSR 1949
UK 1952
France 1960
China 1964
India 1974
Israel 1979?
South Africa (abandoned)
Pakistan 1998
North Korea 2006
Why Nuclear Weapons are Desired

1. Strategic bombing
2. Nuclear deterrence
3. Political purpose
4. Tactical use
Some Countermeasures

1. Strategic Bombing : Extending Democracy
2. Nuclear Deterrence : Gradually decreasing
3. Political Purpose : Gives no benefits
4. Tactical Use : Rapid reduction
Conclusion

Don’t forget the damage to minority peoples.

We need a practical plan for reducing nuclear weapons and to stop nuclear proliferation.